Used by Youth Group members for research, multimedia and communication tasks.

Applications include Firefox web-browser to perform research on latest topics.

Graphical editors range from the basic to the complex including: Inkscape, KoolurPaint, and GIMP.

Youth group can also use OpenOffice to create various and numerous documents as well as use Scribus to perform desktop publishing.

Blender 3D can create impressive graphics and animations...

Applications including Audacity and Rosegarden, allow students to both compose and produce music....

News Flash!
Check out workstation on the right to see how to rotate desktop...

Figure 1: Firefox Browser
Figure 2: OpenOffice Suite
Figure 3: GIMP Image Editor
Figure 4: Big Buck Bunny Animation created by Blender, GIMP and Inkscape. (www.bigbuckbunny.org)